No priming. No Suction hose.
No plugging. NO PROBLEM.
Flows to 18,000 GPM give you all
the volume you need.

“

My trailer pump has served me well for 15 years. Not one
thing has gone wrong… One word of caution: be sure you have
a good supply (of water) and a long ditch.

”

– Lyle Pickthorn

When you need to turn up the volume
on water, our trailer pumps are the perfect
long-term solution. For flood-control,
wildlife refuges, irrigation, dewatering and
dozens of other applications, SRS
Crisafulli trailer pumps are moving
millions on gallons of water at locations
around the world.

Humpback™ Trailer Pumps
For the longest reach, choose a humpback.
(21’ standard, but for even more length, ask

If you don’t want to use a
tractor, try a skid or trailer
mounted diesel or electricPTO power unit.

about 10’ and 20’ trailer extensions.) The
discharge and lube lines are at the front of the
pump, so you can connect the discharge hose
and grease the bearings without getting your
feet wet. High volume performance goes
without saying.

Short Hitch Trailer Pumps
Our short hitch pumps are designed for
approaches that are both level and deep

Ask for a diesel engine
mounted on frame for an
“all-in-one” system.

enough to submerge the pump case in a short

Choose regular, intermediate or
high lift to match the vertical
rise at your pump site.

Use the PTO from your tractor for
power. You can also choose on-frame
diesel, gas, LP or electric power for a
totally self-contained system.

Choose the frame style
you need: Humpback
(pictured) for long
reaches, Short Hitch
for tight spots, ThreePoint Hitch for your
steepest applications.
Depending on the material you’re
pumping, choose either water
lubricated or sealed bearing
protection systems, and single or
double suction.

Just what is it
that makes our pumps special? First, a
choice of unique impeller designs gives
you more flexibility: the closed impeller
moves a high volume of water, while the
open impeller can handle slurries, trash,
dirt and solids.
And, our pumps are fabricated and
customized specifically to your needs.
While there are high-efficiency pumps
out there for clean water, they often
can’t handle the variety of materials our
pumps can. When the water is dirty, you
can count on the SRS Crisafulli pump to
handle the grit without seizing. Plus,
because our pumps come in a variety of
configurations, you’ll always find a
match for your need.

distance. At just 15’ overall, this pump style is
perfect for those tight spots.

Three-Point Hitch Pumps
Our PTO-driven three-point hitch pumps
boast the portability SRS Crisafulli is
famous for, while handling your steepest
banks. You can pump at a 60° angle while
keeping your tractor level.

On-Frame or Stand-Alone
Power Units
Don’t want to tie up a tractor? Put power
right on the pump frame: choose diesel,

If electricity is available, a
sealed electric motor can
give you quiet and efficient
pumping power.

electric, gas or LP. Or, put a trailer or skidmounted SRS Crisafulli power unit to work
alongside your pump.

SRS Crisafulli pump)
“ (Our
is probably the most effective
and trouble-free piece of
equipment we own.

”

–Darwin Pfaffinger, Smith-Pfaffinger Ranch

Add a slurry gate to make
your pump a powerful
mixer. Open the gate to
mix, then close it to pump
away the slurry.

PERFORMANCE

Why SRS Crisafulli?
Steel construction – Our trailer pumps are
built of 1/4” (standard) or 3/8” (industrial)
mild carbon steel for durability and strength.
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Need to transfer
high volumes of
water and wastes,
yet want a portable
design? There’s no
better choice than
a SRS Crisafulli
trailer pump.
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Leading technology – After 40 years,
customers still say, “SRS Crisafulli is the best.”

Visit us on the web today at
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540 and 1000 RPM available.

Completely customizable – choose special
materials of construction, power source,
bearings and suction. Call us – together we’ll
select a pump that’s just what you need.
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Discharge sizes of 2” to 24” – we offer a
full range of options to match your volume
needs.
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Single axle trailers with heavy duty driveshafts –
move your trailer pump from site to site easily
and safely.
Sealed bearings or waterlube bearings – SRS
Crisafulli trailer pumps are custom-designed
to match the kind of material you pump.
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Rugged SRS Crisafulli trailer pumps
can handle up to 18,000 gallons per
minute (68,000 liters per minute), and
lifts of more than 50 feet (15 meters).
Their super portability means you can
transport them easily.

Our high volume trailer
pumps are built
for the long haul.
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Common applications for trailer pumps...
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It’s easy to use a SRS Crisafulli
trailer pump: just submerge the
pump case, then turn it on.
That’s all there is to it.
Chances are, your pump will
still be giving you good service
in 10, 20, or even 30 years
- it’s that reliable.
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Flood control

Tailwater

Wildlife refuges

Municipal lagoons

Fisheries

Industrial wastes

Irrigation

Dewatering

Ditches

Sand and gravel pits

Mines

Cranberry farms

The stylized pump impeller symbolizes
Crisafulli’s focus on efficient movement

Pumps • Dredges • Power Units – Custom or Standard
Manufacturers of reliable Crisafulli products supported by superior service

of fluids, sludges and slurries.

www.crisafullipumps.com

